The next monthly meeting for Capt. James J.
McKinstry Chapter IPMS/USA
Friday, April 10 – 2nd Floor, Hedricksen Room
Arlington Heights Library Meeting starts at 7:30 PM
Meeting theme for April: NUKE NITE Anything nuclear Unintended, but I guess it is
appropriate considering how April-June will determine when an ALL NEW Nuclear Race begins in
the Middle East.

Scheduled Program: Applying lozenge decals ~ by Charles Scardon
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McKinstry
2015 THEMES and PROGRAMS
.NUKE NITE Anything nuclear…
 Program: Demo by Charles Scardon ~ decaling: Applying Lozenge Patterns
WW I NITE
BARE METAL – Ships, planes
Inline engines
Multi color schemes

Very good turnout for the February Meeting
theme:

Stormy Weather

Boeing E-8 Joint Stars, 1/144,
Minicraft ~ Paul Gasiorowski

IL-2 Sturmovik 1/48, Accurate
Miniatures ~ Norris Graser

P-47D razorback 1/48 Monogram
SuperScale Decals ~ Norris Graser

Kit decals, Gunze Sango and Model
Master Paints. Originally built for
Combat Aircraft kit review

Mono P-47 - Basic modifications
including paralleling gun barrels,
straightening wing pylons. Dropped
the tail stabs a bit. Testors paint.

Tamiya P-47D Razorback 1/48,
Thundercal Decals ~ Mike Hanlon

86th

FG Grumpy ~ Jim Batchelder

P-47D Bubbletop 1/48 Eduard photo
etch ~ Jim Batchelder

348th FG . Tamiya paint
Mike Hanlon

Tamiya P-47M 1/48, 61stFS/56FG
“Lorene” ~ Jim Batchelder

Kit decals, mixed black with dark
blue for overall scheme.

Typhoon Nuclear Sub RevellGermany. Several modifications to
replicate actual type ~ Lee Lygiros

IL-2 Sturmivik 1/48, Tamiya –W.I.P.
Mike Hanlon

Hawker Hurricane 1/48 Hasegawa –
AeroMaster Decals, Poly Scale paint
~ Mike Hanlon

Ki-84 Hayate 1/32 Bandai. Scratch
built interior, wheel doors, brake
lines and replacement prop ~ Steve
Kumamoto

Ki-84 ~ Steve Kumamoto

BAE Lightning (2 versions) 1/72
Hasegawa. MB seats replaced with
Aires resin,

F-84G RepublicThunderjet 1/72
Academy ~ Dan Paulien Alclad metal
finish, crappy kit decals (!)

Used Model Master Acrylics sealed
with Future

Typhoon 1/72 Airfix. Foil seat belts
and Cartograf Decals ~ Dan Paulien

Boeing E-8 J-STARS 1/144 Minicraft.
Model Master Acrylics. Some fit
problems for the windscreen to
fuselage fit. ~ Paul Gasiorowski

MARCH PROGRAM: Wood Props
An interesting and very useful program was presented for the evening. Charlie Scardon brought along all of his
various types of pressed wood – some layered, glued and clamped together to show how to make wooden props.

Theme for the March 20 meeting was
Peeping Toms & Queers. It seems everyone
must have understood the theme was to be
interpreted in the military vernacular and fortunately
for the club, no one from Indiana came to protest the
meeting. Not so many theme oriented models
appeared this month – not a single Prowler on the
table. But there were a few “peeping toms” including a
U2, F4G, SR71, Scout car and Russian Viktor class
sub...

Charles Scardon ~ IJN Zuiho 1/700Hasegawa; Scratchbuilt entire deck – PE
railings, AA, linoleum tie downs, antenna.
Deck: all paint, no decals. Won 2nd place at
Indy…and
USS Tuscaloosa 1/700-Trumpeter; Almost
everything altered, modified or
scratchbuilt. Backdated 1942 San
Francisco kit to pre war 1940 fit.

And….Russian coast defense ship
Novogorod. 1/700 Modelkrak resin kit.
Drilled out funnels,scratched the mast,
davits, boats, flags. PE/stretched sprue
railings and rigging.

Steve Kumamoto ~ M8 Scout car 1/32
Monogram. OOB Built over 50 years ago!

Mark Murray ~ F-4G Phantom 1/48
Hasegawa WIP: Added F-15 centerline and
Monogram wing tanks. Resin intakes/cover
and covered exhaust cans

Mark Murray ~ Victor Class Russian Sub
1/350, Hobby Boss

Jim Batchelder ~ (above) 1/72 SR-71
Blackbird OOB
John Koziol ~ ( left) 1/48 Hawk U-2
Built in 1982

Mike Hanlon ~ IL-2 Sturmovik 1/48 Tamiya
AeroMaster Decals Tamiya paints

John Koziol ~ Mosquito 1/24 Airfix-Landing
gear/gas tank cast non precious C&B
replacement parts
Mike Hanlon ~ Spitfire Mk. Vb Victory
Production decals, Tamiya paints

Frank Ress ~ A-4B Skyhawk 1/72 Airfix W.I.P.

AND now…..a few NOTES
 This issue covers the meetings for February and March. I think we are just

about caught up but the newsletter name is “Ketchy” – I think we will
keep it!!


We are working on a new home for the McWebsite. Once everything is
transferred to the new site, we will close the old site for good.



Thanks to Paul Gasiorowski for his KC 135 review for this issue. The
newsletter can use MORE articles and reviews.

The

Boeing KC-135E
Minicraft 1/144 NO 14627

Paul Gasiorowski

I started on the model by taking some pictures of
the parts that came with the kit. The sprues were
then washed in a soapy solution and brushed with
an old tooth brush to remove any oils, rinsed the
sprues and let them air dry.
The instruction called for a ½ oz of weight to keep it
from being a tail dragger. Some flattened lead
fishing weight was added to either side of the
fuselage. Also the front nose gear compartment
had to be added to one side of the fuselage, before
assembling the fuselage halves, the down side of
this step is that the front strut had to be inserted in
the nose gear compartment, it couldn’t be added
after the fact. This called for extreme care to be

taken during the entire assembly process, so that I
didn’t break it off... It is not unusual for a KC-135
front nose gear doors to be in the up (or closed)
position while on the ramp.
The fuselage halves were attached to the sprues
with very thick stubs. They should have been on
the inside of the fuselage halves. It took quite a bit
of work to get them sanded out without affecting the
parts. On a side note, while at the I Hobby show I
talked to a Minicraft rep about that issue and he
replied that they had gotten a lot of feedback on the
same issue. He indicated this was the first model
produced by their manufacturer over in CHINA and
would be looking to improve this issue on the other

KC-135 Variants due to come out late 2014 or
early 2015.

The next thing was to put together the engine
assemblies. The engine halves had very thick
sprue attachments, which took a lot of work to
remove them. I sprayed the interior of engines
gloss white. The compressor intake fans were
painted aluminum and the exhaust fans were
painted titanium. These were then inserted and
glued into the engine halves before cementing
them together.

I started with the fuselage, by adding some
weights (flattened fishing sinkers) to the inside of
each half of the fuselage. After gluing the halves
together, I put the fuselage aside to dry. The wings
were the next parts to be assembled. They went
together well.
I spent a couple of hours cleaning up the seams on
the fuselage. There was one dimple near the seam
that I filled with super glue and sanded smooth... I
did some dry fitting of the wings to the fuselage and
the fit was very good so there was very little filling
and sanding to do.
dry for a day. I then attached the wings to the
fuselage. After letting this dry for another day, I
worked on attaching the engine assemblies to the
wings. I then gave the model of some mist coats of
Future. Once I thought I had enough of a gloss
finish, I then worked on putting the decals on the
plane. Even the big decal of the Tiger went on well.
I had to remember to put on the U.S. AIR FORCE
decal first because the Tiger decal would cover
some of the lettering.
I opted to use the decals for the cockpit windows,
since there was no detail inside the plane to see. It
also helped by being able to paint the entire
window assembly while attached to the fuselage,
rather than trying to mask off the frames.
This was the 2rd variant of a KC-135 that I built
from Minicraft. The first one was the E-3 Sentry
AWACS, with Rotodome radar dish. I’m now
working on The E-8 Joint Star variant of the 135.
Minicraft has in new tooling a KC-135A, EC-135C,
KC-135R (Re-engined version).

The wheels and hubs were painted the appropriate
dark grey for the tires and aluminum for the hubs.
The landing gear struts were given a couple of
coats of gloss white. The struts were then dry fitted
to the underside of the wings to make sure they
were a good fit. Once this was accomplished, the
wheels were attached to the struts in order to get
them to sit correctly when they were on the ground.
The engines assemblies were then painted. I first
painted intake rings and exhausts the appropriate
metalize colors. The paints used were Aluminum
(MM 1781) for the rings and Jet Exhaust (MM1796)
for tail end of the engines. This was done because
these paints have less of a tendency of being lifted
once the tape is removed. The engine assemblies
were then painted Model Master Acryl Air Mobility
Command Gray 4754.
I then painted the fuselage and wings separately
before putting them together. I set them aside to

Also in the future are these variants, E-6 Mercury
USN and an E-6/E-8 AWACS/Joint Star. It will
make a nice display of all the different variants of
the Boeing KC-135

Charles Scardon’s USS Tuscaloosa 1/700

USS Tuscaloosa 1/700 Trumpeter. Back dated 1942 San Francisco kit to prewar1940 fit. Filled and
redrilled portholes built new deck using plastic card and laser etched wood, corrected the armor on
hull, rebuilt entire bridge to correct it, rebuilt 5" guns, added multitude on small parts, SOC are 15
parts each, catapults are 16 each, added utility boats on hangar, opened hangar, rigging is .003
stainless wire and stretched sprue, added Roosevelt's wheelchair ramp, corrected searchlight towerit has 23 parts, all total there are about 490 parts on kit.

